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Lesson

- Data source
- Mortality estimation
- LiST analysis
- Equity analysis
Maternal health interventions
Nutritional status
Intervention coverage by geographical regions in Ethiopia
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Interpretations

• Improvement in intervention Coverage over the last decade
• Steadily decline in stunting and wasting
• Huge difference in coverage among regions
• Inequitable distribution of intervention coverage and their impacts
Rationale for case study

• Track changes made over time
• To accelerate current status of intervention coverage
• Share achievements and success stories
• Identify major area of gaps and devise strategy to tackle them
Proposed Activities

- Documentation and analysis of RMNCH policies, Programs and contextual factor national and across all the region
- Coverage analysis and LiST
- Analysis of Family planning, child survival and nutrition
- Equity analysis
- Finance analysis
- In country workshop
Time table and budget

• Proposed to do the case study with in six month
• Budget estimation for each set of activities has been finalized